PRADHAN MANTRI
AWAS YOJANA (URBAN)

PROGRESS SO FAR

- 65.48 lakh Houses Sanctioned
- 35.92 lakh Houses Grounded
- 12.57 lakh Houses Completed
- ₹3,67,635 Cr Total Investment
- ₹33,557 Cr Central Assistance Released

Secretary, MOHUA, Sri Durga Shanker Mishra meeting with the PMAY BLC beneficiaries' families.
A two day National Workshop on MIS, Geo-Tagging and IEC was held on 11.12.2018 and 12.12.2018 at SCOPE Complex Auditorium, New Delhi. The objective of the National workshop is to provide a platform to all States/UT’s and concerned stakeholders to learn, exchange and share their experiences on monitoring mechanism with respect to Data Management. The workshop was attended by more than 130 participants. They include SLTC CLTC specialists from States/UTs, officials from ISRO, NIC, NHB, and HUDCO. The Director (HFA-1) welcomed the participants to the National Workshop and set the context for the two days workshop. He urged the participants to utilize the opportunity and exchange best practices being implemented in States/UTs so that the same can be replicated.

The key address was delivered by Shri Amrit Abhijat, Joint Secretary and Mission Director (HFA). In his note he mentioned that the workshop was a hands-on model designed for States to learn from each other and share best practices. He emphasized on the importance of the online Monthly Progress Report (MPR), the training being imparted for the same along with the module disseminated for the MPR, he focused on the gaps in the BLC data uploaded by States. He also emphasized to capture testimonials of beneficiaries in such a way to capture the natural emotions by getting the house. He mentioned about the need of fund release from SLNA to ULBs and not getting parked at any level. He also stated the importance of the BHUVAN App, mobile app, Geo tagging, community mobilization etc. JS and MD (HFA) articulated the issue of capacity building and time lag involved in it.
The Workshop had 3 Technical Sessions. Session -I was on Monitoring Mechanism wherein The Presentation by the State of Uttar Pradesh was made on –Successful implementation and 100% integration with PFMS system. The 2nd presentation of Tamil Nadu was on-Monitoring mechanism for demand survey entry, beneficiary attachment and Aadhaar seeding in MIS system. They shared their best practices on giving training on every module to CLTCs/ULB staffs when required. The 3rd presentation was from Gujarat regarding monitoring mechanism for submission of MPR for each project in MIS system. Gujarat explained the process of online MPR generation and MPR submission. The last presentation was from Andhra Pradesh on IT framework for reviewing and monitoring of projects through Command Control Centre. They explained the Command Control Centre (CCC) activities and its link to PMAY (U) construction work. They explained their review mechanism and details hardware technology.

In Technical Session –II, there were total 5 presentations including discussion on proposed Geo Tagging requirement.

NRSC, ISRO presented live demo on “BHUVAN HFA” mobile App for geo tagging and monitoring of construction stages of BLC houses. They also presented live demo on “Bhuvan” web portal for viewing/moderating the geo tagged images of houses. The state of Madhya Pradesh made a presentation on monitoring mechanisms for geo tagging of houses using “BhuvanHFA” mobile App. The State of Manipur made a presentation on mechanisms for moderation of geo tagged images by the supervisor using “Bhuvan HFA” web portal. They explained about 2nd level moderation and improper geo tagged point and its process of rectification.

Technical Session-III was on MIS Module/PFMS. There were two presentations in this session. One was from Public Financial Management System and another was from NIC, MoHUA.

The presentation on implementation of DBT through PFMS was given by official from PFMS. Technical Director, NIC, MoHUA presented on PMAY (Urban) MIS System by explaining all the modules of PMAY(U) MIS System and explained all the validations imposed in MIS system in detail.
The second day i.e. 12.12.2018 started with a recap of proceedings from the 1st day of the workshop. The MIS expert summarized the key learning’s from first day of the workshop.

New mobile application and its supporting CMS developed for capturing testimonials of beneficiaries was explained to the participants through presentation and Live-Demo. The Presentation and Live-Demo on new mobile application and its supporting CMS for Geo-tagging of AHP/ISSR Projects was also explained to the participants followed by the Presentation on Cyber Security by NIC.

In Technical Session V presentation on IEC Plan, activities and expectations from the States was presented. Presentations on Implementation and Impact of IEC in States/UTs were made from various States including Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh, Kerala, Jharkhand, Manipur, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh on the innovations taken up.

The Joint Secretary & Mission Director, (Housing For All), Shri Amrit Abhijat, reviewed the proceedings of the two days workshop along with the IEC activities taken up by States/UTs. He congratulated for the efforts taken up the States/UTs, the SLTC and CLTC specialists. He urged the participants to continue their good work with the same zeal and passion which will help achieve the vision of Housing for All. The Joint Secretary stated that the intent of the workshop was well established and the learning objectives have been achieved. He expressed pleasure at the progress and quantum of IEC work that is being done. While he appreciated the various innovative activities and strategies being rolled out by various State/UTs, he suggested that the best practices and innovations be well documented and disseminated for wider reach and emulation. He explained about the Knowledge Lab which is the repository of the PMAY (U) mission wherein States/UTs can share documents, policy papers, innovations etc. The States/UTs were advised to create a brand identity for themselves. The two days workshop was ended with vote of thanks by Shri R S Singh, Director-(HFA-1).